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Thieves stole $500 worth of
stereo equipment last week
from Cumberland Hall. The
stereo system, a Fisher Model
30 purchased last spring, was
discovered missing Saturday
morning.
Phil Billard, head resident i
Cumberland, said the thic,es
gained entrance by remov.ng a
screen on a window leading to
the stereo room in the
basement of the dormitory.
Once the thieves entered, he
said, the equipment was
removed through a nearby side
door.
Billard said "requests by the
dorm government and last
year's head resident were made
latlYERSffY CO4ECTIllr
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Thieves plague UNTO and UMB;
dorm stereo system, money taken
for bars to be put on the
windows and also for a cabinet
to house the unit. The llousing
Office refused the request for
..ne bars and the possibility of a
cabinet was to be waited on."
The head resident said,
"Since the theft, I have asked
that bars be installed but I
think there is little chance of
anything being done about it. I
have also requested that the
dorm have security guard at
night. Guys' dorms need
security as much as girls'
dorms."
Vernon C. Elsemore,
housing coordinator, has a
different view about security in
HAPPINESS IS A BIG VICTORY—But• Rachel Dutch and :.er
small friend "Benedict" don't seem to have much to cheer
about at last Saturday's football game at Alumni Field.
Senate elections
draw 2,057 students
41e-fourth of UMO students
-,ent to the polls Wednesday to
elect their representatives to
the Student Senate. A total of
2,057 students cast votes for
80 candidates.
Those winning their
individual races were:
—Androscoggin: Terry DOR,
Jan Messier;
—Aroostook Alan Theriault;
—Balentine and Colvin: Pat
Sprague;
--Charboume: Bob Woodman;
—Corbett: Bob Duquette;
Chzr!cr.
enne•Inet1,
 
Bill 
Clark;—Dunn: Mike Miles, Carl Pease;
—Gannett: Fred Smith, Rick
Romanow;
—Hancock: Lisa Elkins, Pam
Lemieux;
—Hannibal Hamlin and Oak:
Ted O'Meara;
--Hart: Donita Jordan;
--Kennebec: Seuss Nielson;
-
-Knox: Dennis McGee,
Katherine Roberts:
—Oxford: Jack Bell, Mike
Foley;
—Penobscot: Barb Koeritz;
—Somerset: Lina Dunning.
Yvonne Brodeur;
—Stodder: John Hartwell;
—F ra te r n ities: Dave Walsh,
Robin Arnold, Pete Veilleux,
Dan Guerrette;
—Off-Campus: Howard Magee,
Richard Hayward, Bob Schott,
Nancy Belding, Mary Noyes,
Dean Haskell, Nelson Pryor,
Jeff Ellis, Lee Goss, Paul
Sweetland, Paul Roach, Bart,
Cottrell, Alan Mann, Leonr4
Labbe, Larry Harwood, Did.
Weare, Bill Goodwin, Gar.%
Nado, Rick Nelson, Wes
Shattuck .
Student Senate Presiden.
Trish Riley said she wit,
satisfied with the turnout
"This is the first time in four
years that all the sign-up sheet,
have been full," she said. The
80 candidates ran for 52
offices.
the dormiLories. "I don't feel
we should put up bars or post a
guard. It is the wrong approach
to carnpus living. We have to
keep working with people to
give them responsibility in
their dorms. Sure, we don't
have a great amount of security
because we rely upon the
people in the dorm.
"This is serious, but it
happens every year. T.V. sets
and stereos, especially in the
men's dorms, are constantly
being stolen. Locking
everything up is the only
solution, but we wouldn't want
people to think they are living
in a jail."
Office machines valued at
approximately $1,125 were
reported stolen from the
Foreign Language Department
last Thursday by Ms. Surran
Scott, a clerk and typist at
Little Hall.
The theft occurred
sometime between the middle
of spring semester and the
beginning of this semester, but
was not noticed until a recent
physical inventory.
A break-in at a UMB office
Saturday netted $382 for
thieves.
The money was taken from
a safe in Bangor's Union
building.
According to Deputy Chief
Robert Piccuci of the UMO
Police Department, Earl
Spencer, a UMB janitor,
reported that a door in one of
the offices had been broken off
the hinges.
P i c ucci said, "subsequent
investigation revealed that
someone had entered the
building, broken the door at
the office, located the key to
the safe, unlocked it and took
$382 in cash."
The case is under
investigation by the UMO
Police Department.
•
THE STATE LOCK•UP—Pictured is the main building at the Maine State Prison at Triornesti,i
Administrators opened the prison last Friday for a first-ever "open-house" for the media. The
affair was attended by 26 Maine newsmen and women. See special report in today's
supplement.
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HEW to review
sex discrimination
by Tom Weber
Sex discrimination at UMO
will be reviewed by the U. S.
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
"sometime this fall", according
to Paul Dunham, director of
institutional research here.
The Federal Government is
reviewing all campuses in the
country for the discovery of
unjust wage practices for
women and other minority
groups.
At present, the
Portland-Gorham campus is the
only campus in Maine that has
had a previous visit by the
H.E.W. The investigation
resulted from a complaint filed
aainst Portland-Gorham.
Renewed investigation is
expected shortly on that
campus.
Ms. Ruth Benson, who
worked for six months as a
consultant to the Chancellor's
office in Bangor to coordinate
an equal opportunity program
there, filed a report on job
discrimination against
professional women employees
on Maine campuses. According
to Dunham, "Miss Benson
calculated her findings by
adding the average male
income to the average female
income and multiplying this by
the number of women faculty
members. This seems to be an
incorrect method of
calculation."
Two years ago, UMO had a
sizeable imbalance between
professional women employee
and male faculty wages
according to Ronald Banks,
assistant to President Libby.
"But there is such a fine line
between calculated
discrimination and market
forces and the customary way
of doing things," he said.
Banks added that because
women were conditioned to
accept less pay than a man,
employers did not give women
equal pay all the time.
An Affirmative Action Plan
formed by a committee of
half-male and half-female
membership and developed to
increase professional women's
wages and the number of
female employees, has been in
effect for a year and a half.
UMO, according to Banks, has
attained "an equality of
treatment as is possible to
obtain."
Banks said, "Salaries are
based on qualifications and
experience for both men and
women equally."
Banks said that $26,000 was
allocated this year to 150
professional women on campus
to align salaries equitably.
Banks said there is a
provision to the Affirmative
Action Plan which calls for
"the payment by the
University of wages held back
from any person due to racial
or sexual discrimination."
Five arraigned
for car damage
Five UMO students, charged
with destruction of a car Sept.
18, were arraigned in Bangor
District Court Wednesday on
charges of willful destruction
of property.
The five were: Kevin Foley,
from West Roxbury, Mass.;
George Fraza, from Deny,
N.H.; Philip Pitula, from
Elizabeth, N.J.; William
Hamlin, from Merrimac, Mass.:
and Frank Otis, from West
Newbury, Mass.
Trial was continued to Nov.
20 in Maine Superior in
Bangor. Bond was set at $200,
and the five were released on
personal recognizance.
4
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WM EB-FM, 275 Stevens
Hall, will hold open house all
day, Oct. 7 and 8. Free coffee
will be served.
Jarcis Tyner, Communist
Parts USA candidate for Vice
President, will speak Monday,
Oct. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in Bennett
Hall.
Meeting Oct. 9 at 3:30 p.m.
in the Coe Lounge for people
interested in attending a series
of dog obedience classes.
Meeting Oct.11 at 7:30 p.m.
in the 1912 Room of the
Memorial Union for people
interested in the Politics and
International Relations Club.
Anyone desiring more
information should contact
Prof. Schoenberger in V.
McGovern
FOR
President
Rummage Sale
1 on the Mall. ,iturd .ay, October 7th.
TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,3/Y
quality termpapers, Enclose $1 DO
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS
Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE . SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
113)477-8414 • 477-5493
.We need a local salesma/
WA DLEIGH'S STORE
Barrels and Hook-ups
A va i 1 a hie
- ICE -
CUBES
50c, large bag
35c, medium bag
Cold Beer and Wine
Stillwater Ave.
Old Town S27-5504
or Stephanie Laid's,
Hancock Hall.
Oct. 10-12: on-campus
recruiting by the U.S. Marine
Corps. room 215 East Armes;
10 a.m.-3p.m.
Prof. Vincent Hartgen,
chairman of the art
department, requests faculty
keep an eye on art items from
the university collection
housed in their quarters. In
making the request, Hartgen
expressed concern over the
rash of art thefts occuring
nation-wide.
The Maine CAMPUS is
published Fridays during
the academic year by
students of the University
of Maine at Orono.
Subscription rate - $2.50
per semester, $4 per year.
Local advertising rate - $2
Per column inch. Editorial
and business offices located
at 106 Lord Hall, University
of Maine, Orono, Me.
04473. Telephone (207)
581-7531. Represented for
national advertising by
National Educational
Advertising Services, 360
Lexington Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10017. Second.class
postage paid at Orono,
Maine 04473.
Lack of quorum
stalls allocation
The editor of UMB's
newspaper, The Suitcase and
Carpetbagger, Monday asked
the Student Senate of LIMB for
a $4,500 allotment for the
newspaper.
A lack of quorum stalled
editor Bob Schott's proposal.
Schott said he is willing to
compromise with the senate,
since the consensus of the
senators present was
pessimistic. He said that he will
subtract the amount of revenue
from advertisements from the
proposed $4,500 needed to
operate the paper. He said, "If
advertising is successful, a
lower amount of revenue will
be needed from the senate."
Last year, Schott had a
run-in with the senate. He
accused the senate of
"brainwashing the students on
the issues" in an editorial, after
which the senate voted to cut
off his funds.
Schott expressed
dissatisfaction with last year's
newspaper, which he termed a
"news sheet." He plans to put
out a 12- to 16-page tabloid
this year, similar in format to
the 3f ,ine Campus.
The editor also hopes to
increase his staff-he was the
onl‘ staff member last year.
WANTED
Ambitious person to represent our company II,
area. Good money - exciting work in the academic
field. If interested in having your own business, with
no investment needed, call; 305/865-6772, or write
Mr. Jeffreys at Nationwide Academics, 1730-79th
Street Causeway, Miami Beach, Florida 33141 for
particulars.
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Downstairs in the GROG SHOP
Friday afternoon 4--(5 p.m.
CHICKEN WINGS- You know what I mean?
(Remember last year?)
15 Mill Street
STUDENT PAUPERS
atlri
VS I II ...Se
STARVING FACULTY
• Shntnican•
of defense
Students loitering near
Lengyel Gymnasium on these
cool, dark Autumn nights
should be forewarned The
grunts, groans, and yells you
hear are not anguished coeds
being lobotomized by an
insane professor, but the
university karate club holding
one of their tri-weekly
workouts.
The club, headed by Bruce
Barker, a LAO senior, holds
meetings in Lengyel Gym on
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings, and Saturday
afternoons in Memorial Gym.
The karate Barker teaches is
a Japanese form, Shotokan.
Developed on Okinawa, it was
named afer its founder, Shoto.
Shotokan stresses calisthenics,
and drills such as kumite
sparring) and kata (a set
sequence of blocks, kicks, and
strikes against an opponent),
and meditation. Meditation,
said Barker, is necessary so a
student can concentrate his
efforts totally on karate.
The club has 80 members
divided into two
groups-beginners and veterans.
The first few weeks will be
devoted to introducing new
members in the basic aspects of
•facsleistteanaiot
Natural and Organic Foods
Whole Grain
Brown Rice
Stone Ground Flour
Herb Teas
Sunflower Seeds
Dried Fruit
& More
Open Mon thru Sat. 10.5
Fri *til 6 pm Tel. 945-9309
an art
and 'dance'
the art and getting everyone in
shape.
Barker, who holds a black
belt, has been involved in
karate for six years. He's been
interested in the Oriental styles
of self-defense since he was 12,
first in judo and then later in
karate. He traveled from his
native Portland to Boston
several times a month to study
under one of the master black
belts in the nation, Kazumi
Tabata.
Barker rejects the idea of
teaching club members
"specific responses against
specific attacks," but
emphasizes that "the idea is to
adapt to the particular
situation." By the use of
well-directed powerful blows,
any adversary, regardless of
size, can be quickly defeated.
Each blow is accompanied by
the traditional shout. With
novices the shouts usually
degenerate into groans of
exertion. All the noise might
lead a visitor to assume a
"banzai" c'narge was in
progress.
People go out for Shotokan
for a variety of reasons: some
for the meditation, some for
exercise, some for self-defense,
and some even for its aspects
of dance, Barker said. "Karate
is a physical art where all the
movements have meaning. In
that respect, it does resemble
dance," he added.
The Maine club is a fully
accredited member of the
Maine Karate Association and
the North American Karate
Federation.
Barker will give a
demonstration of his art on the
mall October 7 for the benefit
of visiting parents.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
Thousands of used books, every kind printed, fiction,
non-fiction, text, paperback. Always a large selection of
good, used furniture at low, low
antiques for that meaningful gift.
-LARGEST SHOP IN
End of new
prices. Hundreds of
\5\, Buildings/
Full MAINE-
bridge Brewer, Maine
Open 9:00-8:00 7 days a week Tel. 942-8563
Looki,ig for a way to ski this winter-and afford it, too?
SQUAW MOUNTAIN is looking for Campus Representatives to sell discount lift tickets;
arrange group transportation and student ski packages. Here's a way for your organization
to make the treasurer's report sound good (for once), or for an enterprising individual to turn
a fast buck.
Parttime Help in all areas of the mountain operation is also needexJ. Be a ski bum-work
enough hours to pay for bread and bunk, ski enough hours to make it worth while.
Be a Bum this winter-Ski Squaw
Season passes go on sale Oct. 14. That's also Oktoberfest complete with lots of Bier trinken!
;tudent season pass is $75 this year. Figure it out-that's only 10 skiing days!
Call or write SQUAW MOUNTAIN today-Box 503. Greenville, 695-2272
tt • • • . • • S • • ".• • It • .01.• 
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FLOWERS Tel. 827-5446
SOUTHERN BELLE
FLOWER SHOP
225 STILLWATER AVE.
OLD TO,VN, ME
Florafax
Larry Dunn, Florist wire &Heir.
BEST S L INC
PAPERBACKS
FOR SEPTEMISER
I. The Betsy 81.50
2. The Exorcist 1.75
3. The Drifters 1.75
4. The Shadow Of
The Lynx 1.25
5. The Other 1.25
I. Brian Piccolo:
A Short Season 1.25
7. Bury My Heart At
Wounded Knee 1.05
8. The Happy
Hooker 1.30
0. Rose LSO
10. Executioner
BOSTON BLITZ .95
IL The Fatally 1.95
12. The Passions Of
The Mhsd 1.95
••-•••••14.  • r
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Troubleshooting prof directs DIC
The smallest department at
UMO is a problem
-solving
center for Maine industries,
governmental agencies, and
individuals.
Prof. Richard C. Hill,
dir-ctor of the Department of
Industrial Cooperation, has for
the past 10 years helped solve
all sorts of problems for
various groups and industries.
Established in 1945, the
D.I.C. makes the resources of
the university available to
Maine organizations and
individuals. The problems
D.1.C. has solved range from
converting a textile mill's waste
into a high-quality supplement
for paper manufacture to
designing machines for a
woodworking firm.
But Prof. Hill is quick to
point out that D.I.C. is not
concerned solely with
industrial problems. "Much of
my work involved answering
telephoned questions like 'How
do I find out if my deisel oil
has gasoline in it?' for which
there is a minimal charge," says
Hill. "This part of my job,"
Hill adds, "is a public service."
Hill explained that many of
the problems that D.I.C.
handles come from staff
members who are approached
by potential clients. If solution
requires the use of university
equipment of facilities, then
the work must be done
through the D.I.C.
The D.I.C. office may have
as many as twenty different
projects in progress at once.
The limitations on the
D.I.C.'s work include:
—performance of tasks that can
be done by others, such afz land
surveying;
—the client must pay the
of all investigations;
—faculty members who earr
out the projects cannot Iv
Specializing th
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
walk in service or appointment
35 N. Main St.
Old Town
open Tues.-Thurs. 8-5:30
Fri. 8-6
Sat. 7-5
;Telephone: 827-55311
AU
KILO FOR
icisoorsis o.
them interfere with their
regular university duties.
Hill's role in the D.I.C. is
both problem-solver and
contractor. Hill handles many
problems himself. When
questions require research and
manpower, Hill arranges the
financial aspects of the work,
including pay -roll and
equipment. Hill's work also
involves assuring fairness for
the client and the university.
"If the project requires the
purchasing of a new piece of
equipment, I have to make sure
that each party understands
who owns it," says Hill.
The clients of the D.I.C.
own the information they pay
for.
"It's theirs," says Hill, "I
cannot randomly give it to
anyone who happens to ask."
The manpower for D.I.C. is
supplied by faculty members
who work on projects apart
from their normal university
employment. "Their work is
paid for by the client in full,"
Hill said.
The D.I.C. does about
$50,000 in bu.iiirs, a year,
according to Hill. Most of the
money is paid to the faculty
and staff members working on
projects. Hill says the
university makes little money
from the D.I.C.
The department's only
full-time staff member is Mrs.
Joyce Schneider. She serves as
office manager, secretary, and
accountant.
Hill said he devotes one-half
his working hours to D.I.C.
The remainder he divides
between his duties as director
of the Technology Honors
Program and as professor of
Mechanical Engineering.
The D.I.C. handles several
projects for the state including
the blood- alcohol test for the
State Police. It also deals with
the Department of Sea and
Fisheries and the Department
of Economic Development.
Hill said that involvement with
these agencies is an attempt to
keep the university informed
on what is happening in
Augusta.
For your SCHOOL...OFFICE and ENGINEERING Supplies
Come to:
*BANGOR MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPL`%*
14 State Street, Bangor, Maine
51
t11,AN IIIS 
-
M.111 St. Bangor
MAINE BEAR
32 Main St Orono
FINE SELECTION OF:
COLD BEER WINE
BOTH DOMESTIC & IMPORTED)
Tel 86ti 2361
If you can pay for
1. The shirting for the Mobile Home S100
2. The metal storage shed m $100
3. And the 1972 taxes $225
You can assume the payments on a 1971, 65 by 12
3-bedroom Pacemaker Mobile Home'
Exclusive listing
Partridge's Mobile Home Agency
Call 866-3220 Other sizes available
Ye Brass Rail Restaurant
The Popular Gaslight Lounge
Food & Cocktails
(7 A.M.12 P.M.) (10 A.M.-1 A.M.)
200 Exchange St. Bangor
7 Days a week
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Congressional hopeful
Cohen leads off DLS
U. S. Congressional hopeful
William S. Cohen led off the
Distinguished Lecture Series
(DLS1 Wednesday evening with
a lecture on his hopes and
intentions, if elected in
November.
Cohen discussed a variety of
subjects ranging from his
600-mile walk this summer to
tax reform on the state and
federal level. Cohen described
the purpose of his wall' as "an
effort to symbolize P
politician's need to meet the
people and attempt to solve
problems individually." Cohen
began his walk in Gilead,
located on Maine's western
border, and followed a zig-zag
course bUU miles across the
state terminating in Fort Kent.
With regard to revenue
sharing, Cohen saw it as a
definite aid to the state. Cohen
stated that "Maine as well as
other states can no longer
operate on the incomes of the
two most regressive taxes—the..
property tax and the sales tax.
On the issue of oil on the
Maine coast, Cohen said that
he would not approve of oil
3
refineries on the Maine coast as
the oil companies haven't
proven the benefits over the
disadvantages. Continuing,
Cohen said that he favored
stnct pollution control, but
felt that some of the guidelines
and time limits were too rigid.
Cohen also discussed Maine's
unemployment problem,
pointing out the need for a
second cash crop in Northern
Maine.
BETTS
BOOKSTORE
Latest Books
Dictionaries
Historical Maine Books
Quality Paperbacks
Children-Fiction
Reference- Technical
Sports-Art-Music
Special Orders
Mail Orders
947-7052
23CEHTRAL ST
Ea,N,
COLLEGE NIGHT
AT THE
CHECKMATE
In Westgate Mall, Bangor
Wed. & Thurs. 9-12
Your Favorite Beverage Served
HAPPINESS
is receiving a Halioween card from
Picture & Gift Shop 1
(t.
 
I
17 Main St
Bangor
e're.
, •
ALL FIRST QUALITY
%%rchandise-Our prices are so low we are
prohibited from meints•ni,:i the name brands
Bangor
BANGOR SHOPPING Ctr
Daily 9.30 a.m. to 10 p.m
Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
tlet
Ellsworth
MAINE COAST
r-' Daily 9 a m. to 9 p.m_
I Sunday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
NORTHEAST BANK
TRUST CO.
MEMBER NORTHEAST BANS ,"A ASSOCIATION / MEURER FDIC
BANGOR: 2 State Street/Installment Loan Agency, 2 State Street/Airport Mall, Union Street
Bill AIR: 366 Wilson Street MACHIAS: 1 Center Street OLD TOWN: 101 South Main Street
°Row' iimversIty Mall Shopping Center
•
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The student newspaper of the University of Maine at Orono
Glenn J. Adams, Jr. Editor
John Libby Business Munatrer
Philip Mcce News Editor
Nancy Spieczny Editorial Editor
David Thompson Sports Editor
Walter Morse Asst. Business Manager
Donald Smith Photography Editor
D. Perry, R. Thurston, B. Gordon Revieu
The opinions expressed 1 this newspape: Are ,:of necessarily those of the University of Maine JI
EDITOR' 11,s:
State Prison takes steps
in the right direction
It appears that some good things have
begun to occur at the Maine State Prison
in Thomaston. The first is the simple
fact that reporters and photographers are
now allowed inside.
Unlike many tours in which you are
shown only what a warden would like
you to see, the tour given on September
29 was complete. The entire grounds
were covered during the tour.
Photographers were free to take pictures
of everything except for pictures of the
inmates themselves. Reporters had the
ability to talk with any prison employee
and also were free to question the
spokesman for the inmates..
Hopefully we are making the first
steps toward prison reform — an issue
too long overlooked. We are beginning to
emerge from the Dark Ages' idea of
prison as a means of detention and are
moving in the direction of prison as a
place for rehabilitation. Years and years
of increasing crime rates and repeated
criminals have taught us that terror and
degradation are not the way.
Employment programs, such as
on-the-job training, are a step in the right
direction. Grade school, high school and
college courses and equivilency programs
are also commendable. It is necessary to
give a man a trade and to give him some
respect for himself if we expect him to
make it once outside of prison. You
can't expect a man to obey a society's
laws if he is not able to feel as a part of
the society.
Living conditions at the prison, while
improving in many respects, still have a
way to go. The effectiveness of
segregation, solitary confinement, and
restraint quarters should b2
reconsidered. It is essential to remember
that we are not dealing with an animal
but with a human being, subject to all
the emotions, frustrations, and scars that
each of us is prone to.
Inmates for so many years were truly
a -silent minority", and to prevent this,
all channels of communication within
the prison must remain open. Gripes
should be allowed to be aired to prison
officials and they should be acted upon
rather than given a mere nod and smile.
Unlike what some people claim, this is
not coddling a prisoner. Is it coddling to
give a man a chance? ... or to provide
rehabilitative counselling and training to
someone who is sick? ... or who never
had a chance?
For some reason we always seem to
need some type of tragedy to finally
spur us into action and reform. In this
case it was the tragedy at Attica State
Prison. We cannot, however, stop now
that conditions have gotten a little bit
better and prisons have quieted down
somewhat. For if you do that, you run
the risk of turning Attica into the first
act of a long drama.
Thieves steal now,
but students will pay later
The school year has barely begun and
it has already been found that $500
worth of stereo equipment, $1125 worth
of office machines and four bicycles
have been stolen — just from this
campus.
It is true that we should take off our
rose-colored glasses if we expect a
college campus to he pure, honest and
virginal when the real world is not. But,
nevertheless, the motives behind the
robberies do deserve our attention.
If you find yourself short of cash you
can get a temporary loan from the
financial office or in some cases from the
Student Senate. You may be able to
qualify for some type of work on
campus for additional money. If a drug
problem has got you in a bind go talk to
someone at Psychological Services in
Fernald Hall. They won't turn you in or
give your name to the police. But if
you're plain greedy just remember that
one student is as poor as you and that
the university seems to be poorer than
both of us.
You'll end up paying for what you
steal... in next year's tuition bill.
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Cartoon 'outdoes'
YAF 'politicking'
Concerning "paranoid
inanities," you have really
outdone anything Young
Americans for Freedom may
have written about George
McGovern. In fact, your
"cartoon" (sic) about YAF
suggests that perhaps some of
the Campus staff might be
affected by "fear and hatred,
and unrealistic associations."
I should hope that the SDS
is not the only organization
supporting McGovern, since
one could infer this from your
editorial. I do not suggest that
you try to defend the SDS;
since they are quite
indefensible. Their acts of
violence and destruction are
well documented. I, myself,
can anderstand YAF's parallel
between the SDS and the
Nazis. Many of their tactics
and goals are similar. Besides,
saying that McGovern has a
"Youth Army" does not
necessarily mean that they are
Nazis. I'm sure Nixon would
welcome a "Youth Army."
You are guilty of quoting out
of context and I suggest that
you reprint the "Bulletin" on
your pages so we can learn the
real meaning of it, not what
you would have us belivP. In
my opinion, an apology is
owed to YAF for your political
"cartoon."
Steven Brakey
Knox Hall
Hollingsworth:
Campus slurs YAF
To the edit,. r
When it comes to "cheap
propaganda," it is clear by the
September 29 edition that the
Maine Campus is a
prize-winner. Its lead editorial
and accompanying cartoon can
only be characterized as
disgusting, disgraceful, and a
sickening attempt to go
witch-hunting with hatefilled
and mindless yellow
journalism. Of the scores of
viewpoints the Campus is
exposed to through the mails,
it seems more than a little
ironic that it should choose to
strike YAF so viciously. Of
course, upperclassmen are
aware of the long history of
anti- YAF bias the Campus has
maintained—it is shocking to
witness it reach the smear stage
so early in the year.
The Campus editorial
sounded as if it had never
received appeals or newsletters
from anyone before. It is
general knowledge that any
number of organizations of all
viewpoints mail to newspapers,
radio and television stations
every day. Why did our
illustrious student newspaper
choose YAF to attack?
But let's examine the
editorial's content. It asks for
facts so as not to "mislead"
voters. There was not one
shred of "fact" to support
either the vicious cartoon Of
the implications in the
item — only a tew
out-of-context remarks from
the YAF letter.
The editorial accuses YAF
of using "fear...hatred and
unrealistic associations" in its
statement. How does one
categorize the cartoon and the
editorial invective—clean and
fair? No, it is nothing short of
cruel, provocative and
completely misleading. It is
obvious that the Campus
wishes to portray the YAF as
Nazis, when it knows that the
organization is exactly the
opposite. Compare YAF's
record to that of SDS and then
see which looks more like the
storrntroopers.
It is abundantly clear to any
reader that the Campus has
attempted to libel YAF's
reputation through
underhanded use of a
student-supported publication
and distorted contentions.
YAF knows that the Campus is
unfair and unsympathetic to its
beliefs, and we have come to
expect bias wheneverr YAF
makes news. But we believe
that now, the Campus owes
YAF an apology for its smear.
Perhaps if the Campus found
that it no longer had student
activity fee money to play
with, it would be forced to
resort to a practice it obviously
hasn't learned — good
journalism.
Jeffrey Hollingsworth
Stat.* YAFrhairman
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A ifiaittrTaittpus SPFCIAL REPORT:
Maine State Prison
opens its doors to the media
THOMASTON—Last Friday,
officials of the Maine State
Prison here held an "open
house" for news anti TPIiill
representatives throughout the
state.
The day-long affair, which
included a three and a
half-hour press conference with
prison and state officials,
followed by a tour of the
prison grounds and buildings,
was the first opening of its
kind ever. The pnson, however,
has been open to newsmen on
a personal basis since Jan. 1,
1972.
The Maine State Prison was
established in 1824 as a
maximum-security institution,
but the original structure was
burned in 1850 and again in
1923. The prison has a
capacity for 500 men, but
there are 379 men housed
there now.
Inmates of the prison are
sentenced by state courts to
sentences of one year to life.
Most of the inmates are
assigned jobs in institutional
--7777777777"ww
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services, maintenance, or in
one of the prison's vocational
industries.
Fourteen percent of the
inmates are employed in
outside industries. Vocational
training, grade school courses,
high school courses, and even
college courses are offerred at
the prison. Vocational courses
in automotive mechanics are
very popular with inmates
On-the-job training in painting,
canning, upholstering, cooking
and baking, laundry work,
masonry, carpentry, plumbing,
electronics, metal working,
printing and clerical work, as
well as all phases of
housekeeping are assigned to
the inmates.
The average age of
committed men is 29 years;
16.6 percent of all inmates
have completed high school or
better, and from 1966 to 1972
the illiteracy figure dropped
from six men to none.
A high school equivalency
program within the prison
offers courses in three
classrooms. Fifty men are
1101111LAti..ii.r
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currently enrolled in these
courses, and according to
Bruce Wentworth, the high
scbool administrator, "thirty
equivalencies or diplomas will
be granted this year."
The University of Maine at
Augusta offers three CED
courses at the prison. Credit
courses in communications,
psychology, and creative
writing are offerred, and a
non-credit mathematics course
is given.
Furloughs are granted to
inmates who qualify by
standards set by the prison
administration. The leaves are
granted to men to attend
funerals of relatives, to visit
sick relatives, and to keep job
interview appointments.
But they are not granted
without a great deal of study
on the individual requesting
the furlough. The inmate's
work record, his desire for self
improvement, his custody
classification (minimum,
medium, or maximum
security), his mental and
emotional stability, and his
estimated ability to travel
alone are but a few of the
criteria considered before a
man is allowed to leave.
Prison personnel also study
benefits to accrue if a man is
permitted a leave, as whether
he is involved in organized
crime, is notorious, is
i.,onvicted of a wiolent crime, or
is suspected to escape.
The prison library contains
over 9,000 fiction and
non-fiction volumes. There is a
stereo available to men in the
library, as well as a selection of
current newspapers, magazines,
and periodicals.
Within the prison grounds
are athletic fields, a chapel, and
a small hospital, which handles
about 5,000 cases a year. The
hospital is equipped with an
operating room (used only in
emergencies), a dentist's office,
and security and quarantine
area. A small research area is
also within the hospital area.
An the hospital's technicians
are inmates of the prison, and
such services as fitting for false
teeth are carried on by the
inmates themselves.
Photography by David Rowson,
Stories by Glenn Adams
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A TYPICAL CELL in the medium-security cell blocks.
•
air
THE MINIMUM-SECURITY dorm, where inmates who work
off prison grounds sleep.
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Maine State Prison:
FLOWERS IN FRONT of the main building
create a striking contrast to iron and mortar background.
THE SEGREGATION [NIT entrance. Two locked doors must be passed to enter. DAMAGE TO WINDOWS was caused by inmates' violence.
Residents 'read, talk, and listen to the radio'torn the outside, the Maine State Prison doesn't really look
threatening; bright flowers line the cyclone fence across the front
of the brick building, a well-tended lawn covers the grounds in
front of the three-storied structure, and the building stands
within the residential section of Thomaston.
But when a visitor approaches the receptionist's desk inside the
main door, he knows he is in a prison. There are two chairs to theleft of the vestibule, a tall desk in the center, and a clock on the
wall—that's all. The rest is concrete, steel, and glass.
A visitor is admitted through the first door—a solid metal
slab—only after he has signed a liability release and statement thathe is not carrying a weapon, or any chewing gum.
Four additional barred doors must be passed before you even
see the prison's interior courtyard. Finally, visitors are stamped
on the wrist with ultra—violet ink, which is checked beforeleaving.
Inside the prison, inmates are all busy—either in the shops, thelaundry, doing maintenance work, or as one younger inmate wasdoing, strumming the guitar in the chapel.
The living quarters of the prisoners are divided into five areas:the dormitories, the regular cell blocks, the segregation area,
solitary confinement, and restraint. Prisoners who have kept agood behavior record as inmates, and are not committed forparticularly heinous crimes, may qualify to live in the un-barred
minimum-security dormitory.
In this area, beds line the walls of the large sleeping room. A
smaller television room joins the bedroom, and a meeting room
and washroom are nearby. A guard's booth separates the
washroom and sleeping quarters. This area, which by the
standards of outsiders could be considered harsh living
conditions, is by far the most desirable place for an inmate tolive; here television may be watched until 10 p.m., men may have
radios and tapes, arid a view of the countryside is even available.
The cell blocks, or medium security, are the next mostdesirable area. Each cell accomodates one man. All
newly-admitted inmates are assigned a cell. Cells contain beds,
smalls desks, a toilet and sink, and headphones, which pick up
television and radio stations. All men who reside in the blocks are
workers, and thus spend the day (from 7 a.m, until anywherefrom 4.30 to 7 p.m.) working within the prison grounds. Naturallight is available from all these cells, and men can converse back
and forth from one cell to another.
The segregation unit is just what the name implies—the 22 cells
are separated by thick walls, and heavy metal doors can be shut infront of the barred doors. Men are placed in this unit forbehavioral reasons, therapeutic reasons, or misconduct. The only
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exercise permitted is a single walk per day in the hallway in front
of the cells. The only music the men are allowed to hear comes
from a radio at the end of the hall, and that plays most of the
waking day. Inmates are put in the six-foot by five-foot areas for
"anywhere from 14 to 30 days," according to one guard. (As the
guard said this, an inmate yelled, "then why am I in for 60?" The
guard explained that this man had been involved in a yellingincident which had occurred earlier in the month, and his
additional punishment amounted to 60 days.)
"What do the men do?" asked a reporter. "They read, talkback and forth, and listen to the radio."
Solitary confinement, although similar in appearance to the
segregation area, is actually much tougher. The men are not
permitted to listen to the radio in this maximum-security area,
are not permitte,' exercise outside their individual cells, and
aren't even permitted to smoke cigarettes. The only thing that
remains constant for all inmates is the food. Inside the cells, they
share the same accommodations as do the rest of the celledinmates.
The most stringent punishment, given for uncontrollablebehavior within the prison, is called restraint. According to aguard, five days is the longest a man has ever been kept in this
unit at a time; he said that men usually "simmer down" after afew hours in this area. Inmates sent to restraint are given nothingbut coveralls to wear. Their cells are stripped of any trace offurniture—not even a bed is given to the men, as self-imposedinjury is possible. A blanket is given to the inmate, and the only
variation from cement and steel within his cell is a six-footdiameter hole in the rear of the cell. There are only five cells ofthis kind, and these cells are not used very often.
Most inmates may shower as often as they like, but allresidents of maximum-security areas are limited to two per week.The mess hall, located across the courtyard from the inmates'living quarters, is probably the most pleasant room within the
sevenbuiidingcomplex. The walls are painted white, furniture isbrightly colored, and beyond the large windows lining one wall is
a view of the athletic field, and the woods.
Those living in the dormitory and cell blocks are servedcafeteria-style on tame metal trays. And they are given thetraditional plastic sups to drink from.
These is a dispel, located near the Men ream, which canaccommodate about 80 men for Sunday services. The chapel isdecorated with religious works of art lone by the inmatesthemselves, the most notable of which was a four
-foot byeight-foot woodcut of the Last Supper scene. • • •
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A HOSPITAL ROOM offers the luxury of a 'typical' wooden bed.
Warden Gerd S. Mullaney
"We're responsive
to everyone's needs"
Inmate Arthur Stewart
"Situation changed for the better"
Guard Herald Christiansen
"Bad pay can cause permissiveness"
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A POPULAR COURSE at Thomaston Is autornoti,.
repair and maintenance.
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TELEVISION may be watched by dormitory residelits—
only after the day's work is completed. At 10 p.m. lights are out.
Thomaston's biggest problem: no money
he Attica uprising, followed by other revolts in maximum
security prisons throughout the country, left a sour taste in the
mouths and gnawing fears and mistrust in the minds of citizens
everywhere.
The New York prison tragedy, however, was a needed spark to
shed light on what really goes on inside those tall, grey walls.
Reformers and politicians have begun to pick up the slack of
years of ignorance, disinterest and plain misinformation (largely
by way of movies) about prisons.
The Maine State Prison at Thomaston evidently recognized this
newborn interest, and opened its doors to newsmen Friday,
September 29.
The Thomaston prison is not without its own ills. But with the
help of an energetic young warden, Gerrell S. Mullaney, the
administration is in the process of defining the worst evils, and
taking steps to cure them.
Like Attica, Thomaston experienced antagonism—on a much
smaller and leas violent scale—that set off reform. Relations
between the guards and inmates (they are now referred to as
"residents") had become so strained that the Inmates' Advisory
Council was formed as a means of airing differences between the
two groups. According to a member of the council, inmate
Arthur Stewart, "the situation (in regards to resident—guard
relations) has changed for the better. There is respect for the
guards, if they act right." But he added that there is still a
considerable "lack of trust" for the inmate, which he defines as
the number one problem of the warden.
But the guards have their own problem, which can be directly
related to their attitudes as people who work with
people—money. According to Officer Harald Christiansen, the
guards are paid a gross of $114 for a 44-hour work week—with
straight pay for overtime. Their pay can increase to a high of$139, but this raise takes at least three and a half years to obtain.
Christiansen compared this pay to that of Vermont guards, who
start of $120 for a 40-hour week, and get time and a half for
overtime.
Christiabsen also hit the money issue as the cause of
"permissiveness" which has occurred within the prison. He said
Lhai the low pay for guards can hamper professional attitude, and
this leads to a rapid turnover of officers. As a result, he said, a
guard was recently attacked, and a "high—ranking official",
whom he declined to name, was also attacked.
According to inmate Arthur Stewart, these attacks are not
commonplace, but rather "isolated cases."
(continued on the next page)
LONELINESS of the inmate is reflected by this owe
in the dormitory.
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Mullaney: 'It would be helpful to have women around'
(continued from the last payt
Christiansen said that verbal abuse is, however, common within
the prison. But he said that the problem has cleared up somewhat
since Mullaney took over the warden's position.
The pervasive problem of no money is not only plaguing the
guards. Warden Gerrell S. Mullaney, the 27-year-old, four-week
veteran of the prison's top post, said that he would like to expand
the furlough program—but there isn't enough money to do it yet.
According to Maine state law, a prisoner may be granted a
maxir am of 10 days per year leave. But Thomaston can only
grant a three-day leaves, because there is no money to pay staffers
to screen and check inmates in preparation for furloughs.
Regardless of the frugal policy, ex-Marine Mullaney says the
prison administration is "responsive to everyone's needs." As
examples, he cited the moving of fans into the smoky movie
room, reopening of barracks for the farm workers, where the men
do their own cooking, the development of the Inmates Advisory
Council, and his push for family-style counseling, where the
inmates would have the opportunity to "rap" with women.
"It would be helpful to have women around here," Mullaney
said.
Mullaney was asked about homosexuality within the prison. He
said that there are homosexuals at Thomaston, but forcible
attacks are indeed rare. He added that administrators and prison
doctors have been approached by inmates who reported
homosexual tendencies, and that most of these men "would be
willing to go through with psychological treatment, surgery, or
even outmoded lobotomies" to curb their problems. Mullaney
said that men are encouraged to mingle with women when they
are granted furloughs.
Mullaney would like to see better psychological treatment of
the inmates, but again, money is the problem. Inmates, he said,
are given a battery of tests upon entrance into the institution (the
same tests that guards are given before they begin work), and see
a psychologist. But for many men, that is the last they see of
specialist, unless they suffer severe mental problems.
psychiatrist only comes to the prison one day a week, and h,
waiting list is long.
William F. Kearm. Maine's Commissioner of Mental Health and
Corrections, said that his bureau is seeking legislation to do away
with minimum sentences, and is asking for money to build a
psychological diagnostic center.
"Time is the most important element" when sentencing a man,
Kearns said. He questioned the need to set minimum sentences
for certain crimes, saying that "some men are ready to be released
in three weeks." But he granted that "there is no easy panacea to
solve everybody's problem."
Concerned with psychological and sociological health of the
inmates, he said there is a drastic need for a diagnostic prog:am.
He also said that a special commission has been assigned to
study the state's entire criminal code.
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CHRISTMAS CREATIONS
a la Black Forest, handmade in Hawaii from original
three dementional designs to delight the collector. For
treasured gifts, choose from over 200 items, each hand-
painted in gay Christmas colors.
Our catalog sent on request
S1.00 deposit—refundable
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A. ALEXANDER CO.
98 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.
Come on Down and Look Around
at
M. A Clark, Inc.
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Visit our gift departmer •
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*wall hangings
'tapestries
'rugs
'clothes
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flowers.
We wire flowers to anywhere in the country.
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TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED, INC.
295 HUNTINGTON AVENUE BOSTON: MASS. 02115
(617) 267-3000
Materials in our extensive Research Library
S245 per page Research and Reference Only!
COLOR IN THIS "MINI-
PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
black, brown, orange, yellow, purple,
and green. (You need them anyway for
school.)
2. Color in the picture according to these
color guide numbers. (1). Black (5). Brown
(6). Orange (7). Yellow (9). Purple (12).
Green. Do not color unnumbered areas.
POSTER" OF ONE OF THE
CANDIDATES!
3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he is not
your favorite presidential candidate, have
patience. You'll see your favorite next in
the Flair Election Collection!
(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running
mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)
....... .......
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Attica: bloodiest encounter since Civil War
Attica
The Official Report
of the New York State
Special Commission
on Attica
A Bantam Extra 533 pp.
$2.25
There are many prison
books on the market today.
Prisons seem to be in vogue
just now. Plays are being
written about them; movies
made. All of which display in
sensationalistic terms the
brutalization of inmates. As if
we didn't a: ...ady know.
Meanwhile, our prisons
continue to decay and little is
being done about it. And so
some prisoners have taken the
task of reform unto
themselves. Hence, Attica. We
can surely expect many more
A tticas in years to come.
LaBree's Bakery -
Specializing in decorated cpt
and all other bakery
products
We deliver to dorms
Tel. 827-2429
Hence, the great importance of
a book like Attica.
For some reason,
documentations have greater
impact upon the human mind
Facts and figures, statistics, ii
presented well, have th,
capacity to stun. And, do w,
ever need to be stunned. Not
turned on as so many are by
the sado-masochism contained
in plays, movies, T.V. and
books. Fictional violence,
although hypocricy decrees we
keep it from harming our
children, is of heart-pounding
excitment to adults. And, of
course, it is all right for adults.
What damage can it possibly
do? Except maybe to
immunize us from the reality
of violence; place it at the back
of our minds where it doesn't
tickle our conscience until it
strikes close to home. Then it
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is too late.
But, isn't that the way
humans have always behaved?
Ignoring problems until they
are too large to solve properly?
Ignoring them until some all
consuming tragedy strikes? Let
us hope the tragedy of Attica
will be our prime mover on
prison reform. After all,
"forty-three citizens of New
York State died at Attica
CONVERSE
ADIDAS
ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR
All styles and colors in stock
4r.
Mail Orders Filled
LLGOLDSMMI
MEN'S WEAR
SPORTING GOODS
lahllitain St.. Old Town
Correctional Facility between
Sept. 9 and 13, 1971.
Thirty-nine of that number
were killed and more than 80
others were wounded by
gunfire during the 15 minutes
it took the State Police to
retake the prison on Sept. 13.
With the exception of Indian
massacres in the late 19th
century, the State Police
assault which ended the
four-day prison uprising was
the bloodiest one-day
encounter between Americans
since the Civil W. r." If we need
a greater tragedy than that,
God help us.
You can probably guess for
yourself why the riots at Attica
occurred. Racism, guard
brutality, inadequate facilities,
little or no recreation and
social life (fostering
homosexuality), are reasons
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that come immeidately to
mind. And they were there at
Attica in abundance, you can
believe. Attica was not a
special prison containing
special problems that exist in
no other prison. Attica was all
prisons.
There is a more fundamental
reason for the riots. Prison
administrators throughout the
country continue to pledge
their dedication to the concept
of rehabilitation of prisoners
while continuing to run prisons
constructed in the style and
operated in the manner of 19th
Century walled fortresses.
"Security" has continued to be
the dominant theme: the
fantasy of reform has
legitimatized prisons, but the
functionalism of custody has
(continued on the next page)
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O IP drIf you have $1,000
in your savings account
we'll makeO it worth our while
a
 to walk to Merchants
Interest compounded daily
giving you effective rates of
5.65% and 5.91%.
That makes it worth while to
walk across to Merchants. We'll
even arrange for the transfer of
your money if you want. Just
come in and talk to one of our
officers about our "365-730-
Savings Plan.
We want your savings and we
expect to pay more than a little
interest to have you transfer
your savings to the Merchants
Bank. That's why we developed
our 365-730 Savings Plan. Very
simply, you earn 51/2% when you
put $1,000 on deposit for 365 days
or more, 53/4 % when you put
$1,000 on deposit for two years
or 730 days.
nrirDOE
Do Voiere welcome at Merchants
Merchants National Bank of Bangor
Member I MC
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'Fantasy of reform;
(continued from page 5)
perpetuated them. The rhetoric
about rehabilitation, however,
has not fooled the men
brought together inside the
walls.
For the inmates at Attica
"correction" meant daily
degradation and humiliation:
"being locked in a cell for 14
to 16 hours a day; working for
wages that averaged 30 cents a
day in jobs with little or no
vocational value; having to
abide by hundreds of petty
rules for which they could see
no justification. Incoming and
outgoing mail was read, their
radio programs were screened
in advance, their reading
material was restricted, their
movements outside their cells
were regulated. they were (old
when to turn lights out and
when to wake up, and even
essential toilet needs had to be
taken care of in view of
patrolling officers. Visits from
family and friends took place
through a mesh screen and
wet, preceded and followed 19'.
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS I
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repair.n:
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
-gifts for all occasions"
complete line of fraternii.,
and sorority charms
strip searches probing every
orifice of the inmate's body."
In prison, inmates found the
same deprivations that they
had encountered on the street:
"meals were unappetizing and
not up to nutritional standards.
Clothing was old, ill-fitting,
and inadequate. Most inmates
could take showers only once a
week. State-issued clothing,
toilet articles, and other
personal items had to be
supplemented by purchases at
a commissary where prices did
not reflect the meager wages
inmates were given to spend.
To get along in the priscn's
economy, inmates resorted to
hustling, just as they had in
trying to cope with the
economic system outside the
walls."
The sources of inmate
frustration and discontent did
not end there: "medical care,
while adequate to meet acute
health needs, was dispensed in
acallous, indifferent manner by
doctors who feared and
38 Main Street, Orom 1 I
Te: 866 4032
FAIRMOUNT FABRICS
YEAR AROUND 10
DISCOUNT
FAKE FURS
JUST IN
Aeddongs our speclalty
9 30 to 4 30
Monday thru Saturday
23 Franklin St., Bangor
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2 main St. 866-2311
We carry American Greeting cards
University Mall Shopping Center
Orono
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open Mon.-Sat. 10-10
Sundays 10-6
Ade carry a grear !me of both men s and women s sweaters
•
rhetoric of rehabilitation'
despi, of the .1.1,,,.t1es
they treated, inmates were not
protected from unwelcome
homosexual advances; even the
ticket to freedom for most
inmates — parole — was
burdened with inequities or at
least the appearance of
inequity."
The inmates of Attica were
54 percent black, 37 percent
white an,: 8.7 percent
Spanish-speaking, almost 80
percent from the cities'
ghettos, and the correction
officers were all white and
drawn from the rural areas in
which we build our prisons.
The idea of "correction" at
Attica was a cruel joke. If
anyone was rehabilitated it was
in spite of Attica, not because
of it. Statistics show that
three-quarters of the men who
entered prison in New York
State in the sixties had been
exposed to the "rehabilitative"
experience in prison before.
There is no rebuttal to the
testimony of one inmate
.,:s/ r rt-iesse liUM
Attica: "The taxpayers paid
thousands of dollars per year
to keep me incarcerated. They
didn't get anything for their
money. It was a waste."
So the riots happened,
sparked by a continuing series
of isolated events that are not
important, all of which were
connected to the above cited
prison conditions.
The book, Attica, reveals,
step by step, what the
prisoners wanted, how the
uprising started, how the
prison officials reacted, who
killed whom; and covers the
questions of whether the
public ever got all the facts,
and has anything changed since
the uprising. Not since the
Kerner Report (published
earlier by Bantam) has such a
thorough and shattering study
of the causes of violence in our
society been made. It is one of
those few "must" books that
everyone owes to himself to
read.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Dance—Drink—Play the Machines
"DO YOUR OWN THING"
Rock with Ricky and the Red Streaks
RIVERSIDE TAVERN
Route 178 r3radley
TO RED CROSS FIRST AID
INSTRUCTORS
Are you seeking groups to teach in order to retain
instructor certification?
Please contact Barbara Ellison
Asst. Director of Residential Life
201 Fernald Hall Ext. 7501
as soon as possible
cOutbeain
ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Sunbeam Blankets Sr. available in beautiful pastel colors
machine ...sellable, mothprimf ri,,r1 • •Ilergenir selected eetl
iN BED
,'r, $5"
No. 13'46
IMMO
damiAlAf nous
"MEM
DOUBLE BED
C011trol
We,',' 1111.14
Now 15"
•
You Always Do Batter • DAY'S
DOUBLE BED
Dual Control
1/11.115.
Now 18"
:2 II. Man Siren I
In conclusion: "The assault
(on Attica) by State Troopers
itself was not carefully planned
to minimize the loss of life; the
choice of weapons and
ammunition was based upon
ready availability, not upon the
logic of the specific situation;
no safe guards were established
to protect against excessive use
of force by those who were
authorized to fire; no effective
control was imposed to prevent
firing by those not supposed to
participate; no adequate
arrangements were made for
medical care of the severe
casualties that should have
been anticipated; and no
responsible system was
established to prevent vengeful
reprisals against inmates after
the retaking,"
In short, the retaking of
Attica and its aftermath, was
categorized by a similar degree
of humiliation and degredation
as those elements that
perpetrated it. We have a lot to
learn. This book is a viable
start.
•
Guess the number* of Swingline
Tot staples in the jar.
The is approximately square
—3" x 3" x 43/4". Look for the
clue about "Tot" capacity.
The "Tot 50k" is uncondition-
ally guaranteed. It staples, tacks,
mends and costs only 98e sug-
gested retail price at Stationery,
Variety and College Bookstores
with 1,000 staples and vinyl
pouch. Swingline Cub Desk and
Hand Staplers for $1.98 each.
Fill in coupon or send postcard. No
purchase required. Entries must be
postmarked by Nov. 30, 1972 and re-
ceived by Dec. 8, 1972. Final decision
by an independent judging organization
In case of tie, a drawing determines a
winner. Offer subject to all laws and
void in Fla , Mo , Wash , Minn. 8 Idaho
IMPORTANT Write your guess oufsrcle
the envelope. lower lefthand corner
•
'Clueiyou cowd
between 200 and
300 Tots with the
Staples in the I•r 1
SwInglIn• Honda G
P 0 Box 1
New York, N Y 10016
THERE ARE_ STAPLES IN THE JAR
Name 
Address 
Cily 
State 
 Zip 
Telephone No
32 do Simms. awe . load 164.4 C./, N.Y 1 1 101I. 
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• Doctor's rrclorsocos
• Fr•• consultations
Put a smile
Ion that 
pumpkin
It's the perfect autumn day:
sunny, but crisp and cool,
with the smell of burning
leaves and the colors of
changing foliage. A great
afternoon for getting into
the mood of the season and
carving out that pumpkin.
And even though it's "that
time" of the month, you're
feeling really happy, with a
smile as broad as the pump-
kin's. Because you
have the comfortable
feeling of Tampax
tampons' internal sanitary
pretection. And the confi-
dent feeling you get because
Tampax tampons free you
from irritation, odor and
worries. Comfort, freedom
and confidence are impor-
tant to you and to women all
over the world, so it's no
wonder more women trust
Tampax tampons to help
keep them smiling.
MELTS
0 PINS
NO 'IDS
NO 000P
Our only Interest Is protecting you.
t,
txtOr-''
1014e13,0
DEVV.....0 Of •
•V lentr0•11 O• •
DI ONLY NY TAIMPAZ 111.0011000*110,  S
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football
(continued from page 8)
207-pound junior Bob
Piekarski, and center
sophomore Russ Pietrini
weighing in at 220. John
Govin, a 207 -pound
sophomore, is the right guard
and 205-pound Henry Hill the
left tackle.
The tight end is Mike
Matkevich, a 200-pound
sophomore At left halfback is
1
may
But Not
be great on broadway
On Your Face
electrolysis can remove it safely,
permanently, quickly
Shirley Schneider
electrolysis specialist
942-0781
192 Norfolk St., Bangor
168-pound Danny Weed, a
junior. The Rams have a
lightweight fullback at
188 pounds—sophomore Dan
Whitaker. Rounding out the
starting Rhode Island backfield
is 195-pound junior "Molly"
McGee at right halfback.
The two leading ground
gainers for the Rams are
halfbacks Weed and McGee.
Weed has a season's rushing
average of 5.8 yards per carry,
and McGee had an average of
4.8 yards per carry, with four
touchdowns.
The quarterback for the
Rams is junior Kim Purcell.
Purcell has completed 24 of 52
passes on the season for 241
net yards, and connected for
six touchdown passes. He has
been intercepted twice.
SPECIALLY PRICED
EMBROIDERED
PATCHES f" "IY $3
Please send
patches @S3
Aentical sew-on patches are now selling in stores
'iroughout the United States at up to $1 each. All
,.atches are washable and approximately twice the
lustrated size.
me sets of the illustrated multi-colored
per set. I have enclosed Check E] Money Order.
NAME 
STREET 
CITY  STATE ZIP 
SEND TO: The Rubber Band
Box 456—Murray Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10016
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3rd and 10
Dave Thompson
In last Saturday's game against Bucknell, the kes play leading
to the loss was seen clearly by players and fans as Maine's final
offensive play. It was a high-stakes gamble which Maine lost.
With less than two minutes in the game and the score tied
14-14, it was a fourth down with nine yards to go on the Maine
47 yard line. Maine quarterback Ron Cote pitched out to
sophomore halfback Al Marquis, who stopped, attempting to
Pass. But the option didn't work and Marquis was dropped for a
14-yard loss. Bucknell took over and drove to the Maine 21 with
16 seconds remaining. As most everyone knows, from there
Bucknell kicker Dave Boyer kicked a 38-yard field goal and the
game was decided.
After the game head coach Walter Abbott said, "We never
thought about going for two points after the touchdown that we
scored with two minutes left because we thought that the offense
had enough time to regain possession and drive for a score."
The logic was that Maine was going for the win and as a result
the gamble was necessary, but this is still questionable because
With four minutes left Maine scored and went for the one-point
conversion to tie the game. If Maine was indeed going for the win,
then why not gamble 3 yards for a 2-point conversion instead of
on a fourth and nine yards to go on Maine's own 47.
As it turned out, Maine ended up losing the down, the tie, and
the ball game. Had Maine gained the necessary nine yards and
driven for a touchdown, the coaching decision would probably
have been praised.
But if one looks at how Maine had moved the ball throughout
the game, the big last-minute gamble on the option pass seems
foolish. Maine generated only 95 total yards rushing and 23 yards
passing in the whole game. Although the blocking by the
offensive line was an improvement over the UMass game, it was
still erratic.
Many disbelieving fans wondered after the game why Maine
had not punted the ball to prevent Bucknell from getting into
field-goal range.
This view of the game has the benefit of hindsight but it seems
that the gamble that was taken with fourth and nine in Maine
territory, with a Bucknell kicker who demonstrated his ability
kicking both extra points far beyond the uprights, was a difficult
one to understand at best.
Maybe the feeling was that a tie was as unsatisfying as a loss. I
don't see any other justification for the fourth-down call. I only
hope that this type of reasoning is more successful in future
games.
RESTAURANT &
WAGON LOUNGE
NEXT TO
AIRPORT MALL BANGOR, MAINE
ELECTION '72
Voter Registration
Absentee Balloting Procedures
Bond Issue Information
Memorial Union Uthby
9-4 Monday-Friday
Be Prepared for Nov, 7th!
SpOasured Student Gm/am-new
%I •
•
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CF,Ir fflaint Tainpus
Booters Win Three
After losing to a strong
Boston University team last
week, the UMO varsity soccer
team reeled off three straight
victories in the past week over
Colby, UMass and Bates.
In the Colby game last week,
junior Pete Elliot scored both
Maine goals in the 2-1 Black
Bear victory. Soccer coach Paul
Stoyell felt that this game was
the turning point for the Maine
goal-tending situation, which
had been so shaky early in the
season.
At UMass last Saturday the
Bears defeated a strong
ballclub 2-0 — a reversal of last
year's score. Stoyell gave three
reasons for the win. First, the
Redmen "took us lightly and
came out with little
enthusiasm. We played an
exellent defensive game for the
first time this year," and "Mass
blew an easy penalty kick."
The Bears' first goal of the
game came from an indirect
kick that John Resenfeld
headed into the net from Mike
Wisnieski's assist.
During the second half,
Maine was able to get three fast
breaks because UMass was
caught upfield trying to put
some offensive pressure on.
The second goal came when
Bill Sproul was graobed around
the neck, causing a penalty
kick which senior Doug Foust
rammed home.
Goalie John Hackett was the
standout player of the game,
according to Stoyell. "In the
last two games he's allowed
only one goal. He's been doing
a great job"
Tuesday afternoon at
Lewiston, the Bears boosted
their season's record to 4-1,
with an impressive 2-0 shutout
over Bates College.
Junior Kim Shepard scored
one goal and assisted on
another. Pete Elliot scored
another goal in the second
period.
Maine goalie John Hackett
had five saves in the contest,
while the Bates goalie had six.
The totals in shots on goal
were: Maine 21, Bates 13,
(only one of which was in the
second half).
Tomorrow morning at 10
a.m. the Bears will face Rhode
Island, which has two
All-Conference linemen
returning from a team that last
year tied Vermont for the
league championship. Maine
was defeated 3-1 in the only
game played between the two
teams last year.
Just Arrived!
virheOlympic Swimsuit worn by all American
swimmers at Munich
Whrte Stag
-Speedo
Red/White/Blue design
Girls sizes 24 to 40
$9.95 to $11.95
Boys sizes 24 to 40
$5.45 to $5.95
Largest selection of swimsuits
in stock year round
10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD 
\ Dacron and cotton
perma press lab coats
Men and women $9.98
Uniform & Swimsuit Shop
72 Columbia Street, Bangor
Tel 445 5513 1 st Fl ii.
ONCE A KNIGHT RECEIYETH
NEWS THAT FILLED HIS
HEART WITH SUCH JOY...
d115
BEARS TRY AGAIN
TOMMORROW vs. TIMM
After absorbing a frustrating
loss to Bucknell last week, the
Black Bear football team will
try to get its 1-2 season's
record back on the right track
against an undefeated Rhode
Island team tomorrow
afternoon at 1 p.m.
Rhody, having beaten
Hampton Institute handily
27-0, Northeastern University
27-7, and last week coming
back from a 17-0 half-time
deficit to beat Brown 21-17,
looks like a formidable
opponent.
In last week's game against
Brown, the game was won by
183-pound senior Buddy
Denniston, who returned a
punt 82 yards for a touchdown
that provided the winning
margin. Denniston is also the
starting split end. Thus far
Denniston is also the Rams'
leading pass receiver, with 7
catches for 63 yards.
Next to Denniston in tl*:
offensive lineup is 231-poun,
junior Rob Morini at tell
tackle. At the left guard
(continued on page 7)
FURNITURE &
APPL IANCES
NEW AND USED
Economy Furniture
R.R. Station Old Town
Tel. 827-2484
ALL BY Junior halft,,,,k Bob Fanjoyi,i, br‘,,,,
tackle and sprints for the end zone early in the first quarter of
last Saturday's game scoring on a 36-yard run. That scoring
stood up for Maine until the fourth quarter, when quarterback
Ron Cote scored from the one. It wasn't enough, however, as
Bucknell kicked a 37-yard field goal to beat the Bears 17-14.
O 5131 019
zF RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
"To add to your dining pleasure
we now offer your favorite beverage"
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL. 945-6500
HAPPY
HOUR
3-8 Friday Afternoon
Tau
Epsilon
Phi
00 0 o
y o
b00(4.11
WW.114°4tr‘a ree
Imagine 16 days of Tyrolean
Skiing in Krtzbuhel.
Innsbruck, Mayrhofen, and
at of it at no cost to you'
All you need do is sell four
of your ski buddies on this
exciting snow-venture.
and you go free (or. should
you prefer, you can receive
a generous cash commis-
sion) But you must act
now as space is limited The
first trip leaves at Christmas
For further details write
P0 Box 8398, Sail Lake
City Utah 84108 
Q
THAT HE SOUGHT THE
COUNSEL OF A SPECIALISTE ..
ste804a,nts
pory,in9 °`-
Heard about our discount
on take-out orders?
Give us a call
and
find out how it works!
tel.: 8827-4277
I BEER ON TAP 
FINE FOODS
Governors
Stillwater Ave. — Old Town
WHO, FOR THE PRICE OF A
6-PAC1( OF SCHAEFER BEERE
AFFORDED A WONDROUS
METHOO TO MAKE ARCHES
DISAPPEAR
li Leh.qh Valley Pa
Buddil
seeks
by 'Tom Weber
"In the past
concerned with co
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their ideas pushed
neglected. For the
we, as students, wit
initiate an organize
drive toward the co
these problems."
These words by r
Melrose, a UM
management major,
a state-wide campail
to orgt.nize the s
Maine and form .
advocate organiz.
Public Interest Reset
(PIRG). Melrose,
wildlife major Ma
began PIRG's
organization on cat
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Melrose said Thu/
now have 70 membet
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Ten o'clock
morning is early for
especially if it happ
the night after. But
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God!
This might harp*
sometime this SeRlf
don't be alarm
phantom before yr
the Ghost of Even
hut merely Cart
unicyclist first class
Carl, a freshro,
Waldoboro, Maine,
in Hannibal Hamlin
